YouTube.com/HomeStagingTV
OUR STORY:
In 2010, Tori Toth uploaded videos of her staging company's processes to YouTube as
a way to introduce home staging to potential clients. Everything from the value of
staging to cost, services, how-tos, DIYS, furnishings and decorating for the holidays
can be found on the channel.

Today our mission is to share industry news, help educate consumers about the

value of home staging -- but, by using industry leaders and contributors to help

make home staging a real estate standard.

OUR MISSION IS IMPACTING
THE INDUSTRY!

Actual Comments
from Subscribers

65%

42% of U.S. are
female millennials

DEMOGRAPHICS:
20%

10%

5%

OUR AUDIENCE
Our videos revolve around homemaking ---including staging properties, decorating

and real estate, so our audience of female millennials reflects those who are either

in that life stage or are heading into it soon.

45%

75% of our

audience

30%

20%

5%

is female

SOCIAL FOLLOWERS:
[Total number of followers on social media]

15,026

11,900

4,440

15,432

2,337

2,972

51,976

TOTAL

As of September 2020

SOCIAL REACH:
[Total number of followers we reach each quarter
on each social platform]

677,700

17,364

1,018,531

26,605

275

13,491

1,753,966

TOTAL

July - September 2020

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT:
[Total number of interactions with our content]

157,844

540

69,532

1,606

164

182

229,868

TOTAL

July - September 2020

BRAND INTERGRATION
CORT RENTAL FURNITURE
CORT Rental Furniture was looking for home staging content

and a unique was to showcase their rental furniture and

services.

Through our partnership, they earned:

Custom video strategy with certified home staging

expert, Tori Toth

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

On-going exposure to their exact target market through

our audience and through YouTube search

RUGGABLE
Ruggable was looking for product review videos to raise

awareness about their company.

Through our partnership, they earned:

More exposure by reaching out to our large community

Direct sales by becoming an affiliate member and

showcase our link on video

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

ALLSTATE INSURANCE
AllState Insurance Real Estate Blog teaches homeowners how

to maintain your property.

Through our partnership, viewers learned:

How to properly get a home ready for sale.

More interaction on their channel and a strategy to help

attract more homeowners to their services.

Our audience members loves watching these videos.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

NEXT STEPS
CONTACT TORI TOTH
Join us in our mission to tell stories that

elevates the home staging industry to

become a real estate standard.

INFO@TORITOTH.COM
917.715.8997
YOUTUBE.COM/HOMESTAGINGTV

FACEBOOK.COM/HOMESTAGINGTIPS

LINKEDIN.COM/TORITOTH

TORITOTHSTAGER

TORITOTHSTAGER

TORITOTHSTAGER

